
M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

Dow futures are up 287 points at 34,578 and Crude Oil is down 1.20 at $76.23.

U.S. stock index futures bounced on Thursday after a temporary truce in the debt-ceiling standoff in Congress 
relieved concerns of a possible government debt default, while a dip in oil prices eased worries of higher inflation.
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Upcoming Reports
USDA Export Sales – Today, 7:30 am
Commitments of Traders – Friday, 2:30 pm
WASDE – Tuesday the 12th , 11:00 am

Macro News

T-Storm Weather Summary: In southern Brazil, a series of systems produce heavy t-storms every few days going forward, easily marking the wettest 
start to the corn and soybean season since 2018. Central Brazil also turns considerably wetter next week as cool fronts approach and dissipate in a clear 
kick-off the rainy season. Argentina has been drying over the last four weeks, and only light totals are expected next week as temperatures fluctuate within 
a milder period; corn / sunflower planting and winter wheat growth continue. In the U.S., several systems produce t-storms next week, especially with 
westward extent and including HRW wheat in the Plains; 0.50” to 1.50”.

**USDA reported private sale of 314,256 metric tons of corn for delivery to Mexico during the 2021/2022 marketing year.
**USDA reported private sale of 261,264 metric tons of soybeans for delivery to Mexico during the 2021/2022 marketing year

Weekly Export Sales
**USDA Corn 21/22 Export Sales Net (09/30): 1,265,100 mt; 22/23 Net: 100 mt; expected 350k-750k mt
**USDA Soybeans 21/22 Export Sales Net (09/30): 1,041,900 mt; 22/23 Net: NONE mt; expected 600k-1.1 mln mt
**USDA Soybean Meal 21/22 Export Sales Net (09/30): -813,000 mt; 22/23 Net: 1,160,900 mt; expected 25k-300k mt
**USDA Soybean Oil 21/22 Export Sales Net (09/30): -22,000 mt; 22/23 Net: 55,200 mt; expected -5k-30k mt
**USDA Wheat 21/22 Export Sales Net (09/30): 333,200 mt; 22/23 Net: NONE mt; expected 200k-600k mt

Conference Call Notes: China returns from holiday tomorrow.  Will be interesting to see if they show up to buy.  Palm oil has pulled back slightly but 
still challenging record high levels.  Northwest corn basis values remain very strong especially out forward.  Will lead to non-traditional arbitrage across 
the entire western corn belt.  Ethanol margins are solid and supporting corn basis values.  Ethanol stocks remain low which should support margins out 
forward.  Corn export sales remain soft when you back out Mexico, but the Gulf should pick up the pace soon.  Gasoline prices continue to race higher 
which favors ethanol but longer term likely favors the push for electric cars.  Barge freight continues to soften.  Goldman roll starts today on beans.  
Wet/cloudy weather has slowed bean harvest and the forecast looks for more of the same in parts of the belt.  Acre debates continue to pick up with 
fertilizer costs challenging corn economics and wheat prices looking to buy some acres.

FAO Raises World Wheat Crop Outlook, Keeps Stockpiles Steady
World wheat production is now seen at 776.7m tons, up 7.2m tons from a September forecast, the United Nations’ Food & Agriculture Organization 
said Thursday in a report. 
• Higher yields are expected in eastern Europe and Ukraine plantings proved larger than expected 

o Australia’s crop is also benefiting from good conditions, Russian crop outlook cut on dry weather
• Wheat stockpiles outlook left little changed amid higher use in animal feed, especially in China, U.S., EU and U.K.
• Coarse-grain production outlook raised to 1.504b tons, up 4.3m tons from September 

o That’s based on better barley and sorghum crops, while corn is little changed, Stockpiles estimate increased on bigger corn reserves in 
China and U.S.

• World grain stockpiles at the close of the 2021-22 season are now seen at 817m tons, up 8.9m tons from September 
o However, inventory would still remain below the prior season

Food Inflation Heats Up With Global Prices at Decade High 
A United Nations index of food costs rose 1.2% in September, and are up by a third over the past year, data showed Thursday. Prices for almost all types 
of foodstuffs gained, with key staples like vegetable oils in short supply, while wheat harvests have been hit by bad weather as demand remains strong.
Rising freight costs and worker shortages along the supply chain are compounding the problem, leaving some supermarket shelves short of items. While 
it’ll take time for the latest leg up to filter through to grocery stores, consumers around the world have already been hit by higher prices, adding to 
inflationary pressures and prompting governments to look for solutions to keep costs in check. There’s a risk things could get worse for the food sector. 
The recent surge in energy costs is sending prices for agricultural inputs like fertilizer soaring -- threatening higher crop prices or possibly smaller supplies 
down the line -- and spurring greenhouses growing vegetables to go dark.

Egypt’s Wheat Purchases Are Running 27% Behind Last Year 
Egypt’s state buyer bought 240,000 tons of wheat in a tender on Wednesday, putting its total purchases for the 2021-22 season about 27% below a similar 
time last year. Russian wheat has become more competitive and Egypt booked the most from the country since an April tender. Prices continue to climb 
higher, and the average is up by almost $100 a ton since purchases for the current season began. Egypt sought wheat for two delivery periods, but ended 
up buying for only one.
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